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Abstract

The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is a concept of revitalization of the ancient ‘Silk Road’, it has large economic and infrastructure dimension both based on land and see transportation. BRI is necessary for China to maintain its economic growth and it also creates important opportunities both for Turkey and other related countries. Turkey is one of the most important countries on the land belt, not just for its geo-strategical position, but also for its important role in the Middle East and Central Asia politics. This article researches the developing relations between Turkey and China, the potential of strategic cooperation of the BRI and opportunities and challenges of Sino-Turkish relations. In recent years, Sino-Turkish relations have gained a great momentum. Turkey became a dialog member of Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) and a founder member of Asian Infrastructure Bank (AIIB). China and Turkey have closer strategic and economic targets, they need mutual cooperation both strategically and economically. On the other hand, both sides have some challenges for a full-fledged cooperation. While, bilateral and multilateral relations of China and Turkey are essential for their short and long term interests.
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Özet

Bir Kuşak Bir Yol Girişimi, hem deniz hem de karaya dayalı, ekonomik ve altyapı boyutları olan, eski ‘İpek Yolu’nu canlandırma konseptidir. Bir Kuşak Bir Yol Girişimi, Çin’in ekonomik büyümesini sürdürümesi için gerekli iken, Türkiye ve diğer ilgili ülkeler için de büyük fırsatlar sunmaktadır. Türkiye,
China is currently one of the fastest growing economies in the world. With its large economy and population, China is also one of the most active actors in shaping world agenda as well. China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is considered to be a full-fledged strategy of political, financial, social and cultural development for China and related countries. This is also an economic integration of China with Asia, Europe, Middle East and Africa.

There are various descriptions for BRI. One of the interesting of these descriptions has done by Jiuin Bang. He claims that BRI is based on Normative Power policies, and Normative Power arises with the dialogue of a state when it can engage many countries to each other with the preferences rather than enforcing them. By doing so, a country can inserts its influence and simplifies the recognition process.\(^1\) While some other researchers claim that China established its first overseas military base in Djibouti and many of the ports and transportation infrastructure projects built both for commercial and military purposes. Thus the expansion of BRI may give China more ascendancy based on China’s economic imperialism over smaller and poorer countries.\(^2\)

Turkey is one of the most important countries on the land belt. Its geopolitical position gives it a connecting-bridge role and energy center between Asia and Europe. With the cooperation of Turkey, BRI land belt can be built faster and reach Europe easily. In this sense, China-Turkey political and economic cooperation is crucial for the accomplishment of BRI. However, there are some challenges

\(^1\) Jiuin Bang “Why So Many Layers? China’s “State-Speak” and Its Classification of Partnerships” Foreign Policy Analysis, University of Michigan, 2017, 13, p.386.

between two countries’ relations such as Uyghur issue, trade deficit, inefficient trust between two sides, the lack of mutual comprehension of these two countries’ people, the ambiguous of accurate intention of BRI. Some Chinese scholars argue that Turkish and Chinese people do not have enough communication, inasmuch as not enough people can speak both Turkish and Chinese in both countries. Chinese and Turkish news are translated from western media rather than the original language. This directly creates a misunderstanding problem. Although Uyghurs have cultural language and historical common values with Turkey, but Chinese and Turkish people have ethnical and religion challenges (Xinjiang issue), this is an obstacle for two countries’ strategical cooperation. However, with the help of BRI and effective cultural and educational activities, China and Turkey can improve people to people communication and promote two countries’ bilateral relations, minimize trade deficit and build a strategical cooperation.

This paper attempts to explore the BRI and the strategic cooperation of Turkey and China. This paper also aims to contribute to the developing strategic relations between China and Turkey. In this paper I focus on what factors can explain the developing strategical cooperation between china and Turkey? How Turkey and China can cooperate better? China and Turkey have developing relations. However, a full-fledged strategical cooperation between china and Turkey is not likely, unless the solving of political issues, trade deficit problem and enhanced people to people relations. This article is composed of five sections. The first section is introduction. The second section examines The BRI and the process of two countries recent developing relations in the context of Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB Bank) and energy infrastructure project. The third section explains Turkey’s SCO status and its implications in China-Turkey Cooperation. The fourth section analyzes the opportunities and challenges of Sino-Turkish cooperation based on Uyghur issue and trade deficit problem. And the last section concludes this paper.

II. The BRI and two countries developing relations

In 2013, Chinese President, Xi Jinping proposed establishing a modern equivalent, creating a network of railways, roads, see ways and pipelines, that would connect China to the other related countries. By the means of this project, China hopes to revive ancient ‘Silk Road´ and create the
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3 Xue Jingjing, (薛晶晶) “Chinese Turkish relations in the context of the Belt and Road Initiative”《一带一路背景下中国与土耳其的关系》，Law and Society, Political Forum, 2017, 7(中), 第144页, p.144.
world’s largest platform for economic cooperation, including political coordination, energy and border security, strategical partnerships, social and cultural cooperation.\(^4\)

In recent years, China has changed its foreign policy decision-making and China does not want to be shaped by the changing world. On the contrary, China wants to reshape the world without ignoring its non-intervention policy towards other countries domestic issues. Recently, Chinese foreign policy is more centralized and proactive, even a bit aggressive than before. Chinese leader Xi Jinping does not want to maintain China’s long-held ‘keeping low profile’ in the international affairs adhered by previous leader Deng Xiaoping since 1980s.\(^5\) President Xi wants to build his own political and economic policies to fulfill Chinese Dream which was depicted by himself as a great national rejuvenation of China.

The BRI strategy forms key element of China’s foreign policy. China have long-term political and socio-economic implications both at home and abroad for the coming years. China wants to use BRI to establish close economic cooperation with ancient ‘Silk Road’ Countries, increase their trade and investment opportunities and shape their economic growth by improving their infrastructure and investment connectivity.\(^6\) For all that, China is attaching great importance to the development of the countries on the new ‘Silk Road’ line and economical engagement of related regions for keeping on generate new markets for Chinese products.

The reviving of the modern ‘Silk Road’ is thought to be a historical requirement for China and Turkey, and it is also expected to help Central Asia to be more developed and stable. In fact, in the beginning of 2008 the revival of the modern ‘Silk Road’ came on the agenda as a development of the trade relations between Turkey, Azerbaijan, Iran, Georgia, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. In April, 2012 when Turkish then Prime Minister Erdogan visited China. Erdogan and Chinese President Xi Jinping both emphasized the importance of the modern ‘Silk Road’ and Sino-Turkish cooperation.\(^7\) from that time on, China-Turkey relations have been developing with reciprocal visits.

It is almost 40 years that China has launched economic reforms. From that time on, Chinese economy has had lots of changes, these changes both brought a series of opportunities and challenges. However, the rise of China fundamentally developed under the strategic targets of Communist Party of
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\(^6\) Ibid.

China (CPC) which promised to lift Chinese nation out of poverty and international humiliation. Chinese Government kept the majority of these promises from 40 years on. Although, Chinese economy continues to grow up, but it was the first time that Chinese economy began to slowdown and its growth rate fell below 7% in 2014.\(^8\)

Currently China is approximately dominating 10% share of the world economy. With the help of its BRI, (which is also described to be China’s second opening to the global market) China aims to enhance the connectivity of countries infrastructure chain by allowing cultural, academic exchanges. with the help of this strategy China hopes to be more effective in the international stage both politically and economically.\(^9\) China put the BRI concept forward as a new strategical concept for involving China’s soft power influence. Furthermore, this initiative is expected to give important economical and development opportunities to 65 countries and approximately 4.4 billion people. its economical range is expected to reach 21 trillion dollars and it is 12 times bigger than Marshall Plan which was planned to rebuild Europe after World War II. However, for China, the BRI is a bold and a new strategy, which is still evolving.\(^10\)

The BRI is based on existing and planned linkages from different regions of China towards the outside world which supported by large political, financial contributions and a huge economic market.\(^11\) This is a great opportunity for expanding China-Turkey domestic markets, regional development and strategical cooperation.

China has undertaken the locomotive role for this initiative. The diversity and different economic and political situations of the countries along the routes inevitably make these countries have interest based relations with China in the context of ‘Win Win’ offer. China seems not to give any obligation to related countries to be a part of BRI, China offers a wide economical and commercial alternative to the partners of the BRI and make them benefit together. In any case, China will get the lion share of this benefits, while the other related countries seem agree with China’s large portion.

The revitalization of the ancient ‘Silk Road’ is basically a long-term mutual wining concept. It is supposed to keep on shape the world trade once again in the name of the BRI. In such an advanced
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technology and communication era, its influence likely will not be limited with its region. Thus, as a fast developing country Turkey is supposed to play a crucial role in the development and transportation of this Initiative and build more multilateral and bilateral relation with China and Central Asia. Chinese President Xi welcomes Turkey’s supports and its active role for developing of the BRI, President Xi stated that “China is ready to steadily advance major projects of cooperation with Turkey under the BRI. These two countries should better align their strategies according to the principle of equality and mutual benefits”\(^{12}\). China is in a struggle for preparing 30-40 years long term economic policies. As President Xi declared “China aims to reach its middle class welfare society by the 2021 which is the Chinese Communist Party’s 100\(^{th}\) anniversary; and by 2049, China aims to be powerful, democratic, civilized and modern socialist country which is the 100\(^{th}\) anniversary of the New China”\(^{13}\). In this sense, China aims to provide some funds for transportation, commerce and infrastructure investment; taking away the obstacles in front of the free trade and engage all the countries on the line of the BRI and benefit of developing opportunities. Thus China wants to develop China’s less developed inner and western regions, consolidate its economic sovereign in the world trade and maintain its economy growth. In the context of these purposes, China seeks for new strategies and new strategic partners. China’s long term objections are moving forward similar to Turkish economic policies, such as the economic integration of Turkey and Asian Countries, Turkey’s economic targets of 2023, 2053, 2071 and its other long term political and economic objections.
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Table I, Infrastructure projects being planned and undertaken in China’s Belt and Road Initiative.

The BRI is supposed to start from the Eastern Asia to reach the Western Europe and Northern Africa, it needs large infrastructure, transportation, communication, commercial and cultural networks. Accordingly, Turkey has extended a great length to increase its diplomatic and economic efficiency both regionally and globally. Recently, Turkey is giving more priority to the bilateral and multilateral relations with China, Central Asia and neighbor countries. Both have enhanced economic relations with western and eastern.

Energy

Beijing is utilizing the BRI as a mechanism to establish and extend political linkages with related countries. Some states have agreed to increase political coordination with China, deepening political trust and aligning strategic political interests under the BRI framework. Currently, many significant project are being done with these countries, and some different projects are on the way, such as including a railway connection between Eastern China, Central Asia, Turkey and Europe, the see way projects which started form China to African and European countries and several other energy projects.

Source: Mercator Institute for Chinese Studies, 15 February 2018
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which are vital for China’s energy demand. China-Turkey energy based relation is another crucial topic for two countries’ strategic cooperation.\textsuperscript{16} Turkey is located in the ‘Middle Corridor’ of the BRI which is a critical direction of the Belt and Road Economic Belt, this project is thought to decrease the transportation time between Turkey and China from 30 days to 10 days. This will give Turkey another chance to strengthen its economic relations with the other countries on the economical stripe of the BRI. Turkey is an important actor for its role in ‘Trans Anatolian Natural Gas Pipeline Project’ (TANAP) and ‘Turkish Current’ projects, Turkey has held many important precautions for energy security to connect the BRI to the ‘Transport Corridor Europe-Caucasus-Asia’ (TRACECA) which was established in 1998 as a corridor of Euro-Caucasia-Asia, with the connection of this corridor to Baku-Tbilisi-Kars (BTK) railways and Marmaray Tunnel, through which reach Europe. This is very important for China and other related countries’ energy requirements and energy transformation.\textsuperscript{17} In addition, it carries a great potential to support Turkey to be a logistic center for energy and commercial goods which is essential for the development of Interior and Eastern regions of Turkey and the decreasing unemployment of young people.

As the ambassador of China in Ankara Yu Hongyang stated that: “Turkey is located at the center point of connecting Asia and Europe which is very important for reviving of ancient ‘Silk Road’ Turkey is a natural member of BRI. Having cooperation with Turkey in every field is very important for China. The aims of the BRI is to enhance international cooperation and make the international trade free”.\textsuperscript{18}

China and Turkey have established friendship and carried out all-round cooperation, bringing tangible benefits to the peoples of the two countries and promoting regional peace, stability and development. Turkey has also declared its strong interest in the BRI and two countries signed a memorandum in 2015. On aligning the BRI with the ‘Middle Corridor’ and the ‘Caravanserai Project’. Turkey’s then Ambassador in Beijing Ali Murat Ersoy has affirmed that ‘Caravanserai Project’ that was introduced as a concept in 2008, is supposed to increase the cooperation among customs along with the BRI. This Project aims to facilitate trade and transportation in Asia. In the context of the BRI, Turkey’s mega projects like the third bridge on the Istanbul Strait, Eurasia Tunnel, Marmaray Tunnel is supposed create more bilateral opportunities for the cooperation of Turkey, EU, Turkey-Asia and Turkey-Eurasia. Turkey is one of the fastest growing energy markets in the world. Therefore, investment opportunities

\textsuperscript{17} IBID,
in mining and energy are important and these sectors can be explored. Turkey wants to work with China in the fields of green technologies and nuclear power”.19 In addition, Turkey and China also need to cooperate with global issues like, energy, food, safety, social and liberal political changes, terrorism, international and domestic risks, environmental problems, climate changes etc.20

Turkey and China can have long term cooperation based on mutual respect and mutual benefits of bilateral relations. Enhanced Turkish and Chinese relations is supposed to make Central Asia and Middle East more stable. It is clear that for the security of the BRI one the most important factors is the regional key countries’ cooperation. for these purposes, the projects such as: BRI and The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) made China cooperate with many countries. Turkey, as a founder member of AIIB and a dialog partner of SCO, with its important geographical position has the key country role between Asia, Europe and Middle East. Turkey’s economical and historical relations with Central Asia plays an important partnership role and long-term economic benefits both for Turkey and China.

**AIIB**

From 2014 on, in the context of its general strategy China has played leadership role for 3 economic initiatives. These initiatives are: BRICS Development Bank, BRI infrastructure fund and Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB Bank). Several reasons made China undertake these initiatives: The lack of the efforts to reform the world economic system; The surplus infrastructure demands of Asian countries; The needs of new infrastructure demands for Asian countries, the strong expectation for the slowdown of economic growth of China and the reluctance of the other powerful countries’ sharing economical and strategetical superiority with developing countries. For these reasons, in accordance with the BRI, on 24th of November 2014, AIIB was established in Beijing with the participation of 21 countries. In 2016 China became the biggest shareholder of the bank with the 26% share. India is the second biggest shareholder with the 7.5% share and Turkey is the 11th biggest shareholder of the bank with the 2.5% share.21

According to the Asian Development Bank, from 2010 to 2020, 8.2 trillion dollars needed for Asian countries’ infrastructure expenses and China wants to undertake these expenses with its BRI
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members in the context of economic integration. President Xi also pointed that, “China’s benefits based on peace, welfare, clarity, innovation and civilization in the coordination of all of the word’s benefits. in the BRI form”.  

BJI is the first and foremost about China’s domestic economical inequalities rather than Chinese potential spreading its influence around the world and regions. As President Xi stated above, peace and stability based political and economic cooperation can attract all parties interest. In this sense, a strong China-Turkey cooperation is possible. In the light of this cooperation, Turkey is modernizing its railways from the very East to the very West, adding new railways and high speed trains to be major port cities of Turkey, and also modernizing and increasing the capacities of its ports. These important infrastructure improvements can also encourage two countries’ investors have long term investment goals in the context of China-Turkey long term cooperation

III. SCO and its implications in Sino-Turkish Cooperation

The end of the Cold War was also the end of geopolitical tensions between East and West. It begets many innovations for Eurasia as well. One of the most specific changes is the rising of Turkey as an important country in the Eurasia politics. Turkey has developed relations with Central Asia and got a significant advantage of being both regional and international political actor. As a result of the political and economic dynamics, Turkey has adopted its own political and economic strategies both in domestic and international politics. Since 1990 on, Turkey has recognized itself as a key potential country for energy transportation between Asia, Europe and Middle East. Turkey’s this potential motivated Turkey to have multilateral policies not just limited with regional states, but also made Turkey establish important relations with international organizations.

Since 2005, Turkey has interested in the accession to the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO). This was mentioned several times by Turkish President Erdoğan. While Turkey’s first application for the SCO as an observer country status was not successful; but Turkey’s
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23 Jacob L. Shapiro, “One Belt, One Road, No Dice, China’s ambitious infrastructure plans have a long way to go to become a game-changer”, Geopolitical Futures, Reality check, 12 January 2017, p. 1-5.


application for the SCO’s Dialogue Partner Status on 23rd March 2011 was accepted on 7th of June 2012.\textsuperscript{27}

Turkey is one of the strategic depth country and also a crucial country on the ‘China-Central-West Asia Economic Corridor’(CCWAEC). For China, Turkey is an essential security actor, it is not just a dialog partner of SCO, an important member of Islamic Cooperation Organization(ICO), But also Turkey has an important role in Eurasia politics. In addition, China-Turkey Cooperation can have a constructive role on the stability of Xinjiang which is vital for the succession of the BRI. Thus China and other SCO members are expected support Turkey’s present position in SCO and its full membership process.

In 2001, in SCO Convention, it was declared in the first article that SCO was established to fight against ‘three evils’: ‘Terrorism, Separatism, and Extremism’.\textsuperscript{28} Turkey is currently Fighting against these ‘three evils’, in addition, Turkey has intimate religious, cultural or ethnical relations with China’s Western neighbor countries such as Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. Thus Turkey’s SCO membership may make Central Asia more stable, which is essential for China’s ‘One China’ policy and for the security of the BRI. In 2012, when Chinese President Xi visited Turkey, he towards Turkish President Erdoğan has stated that: “Mister President! You obviously stated that, you will not allow any activity be organized in Turkey which may be considered as a threat towards China’s independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity. We are very content with your this idea”.\textsuperscript{29} Moreover, Turkey has stable and developing relations with Pakistan and Iran (Recently Pakistan bought 30 Turkish made helicopters).\textsuperscript{30} Currently, Iran has an observer country status in SCO, while Pakistan became a full member of SCO in 2017 with India. A large and a comprehensive SCO is much more likely to facilitate the BRI implementation process, enhance the relations between Turkey – China, Turkey-Central Asia and Turkey-SCO members.

Turkish foreign policy is still going ahead parallel to Turkish then Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu, when he described Turkish Foreign Policy during his Minister of Foreign Affairs time. He stated that: “Our aim is to make Turkey be a more powerful country and get its historical mission on the geo-strategical position at the center of Europe and Eurasia, to be a pacifist actor both regionally and

\textsuperscript{27} Erdem Eren, “Shanghai Cooperation Organization and Future Perspective in Turkish Foreign Policy” Strategic Public Management Journal, ISSN 2149-9543, Volume 3, Issue 5, May 2017, P. 87
\textsuperscript{29} Erkin Ekrem, “Türkiye Çin ilişkileri”, Stratejik Düşünce Dergisi, Mayıs 2012, S.67-68.
globally, and Turkey will work very hard for global peace”.31 In this sense, Turkey is willing to keep its NATO membership, and also wants to be a member of SCO. By doing this, Turkey hopes to have a more powerful role both in Western and Eastern politics and also to have more contributions to the global peace and development.

Table II, The Significance of the Strategic Partnership of Turkey and China in the Central Asia and Belt and Road Initiative

Recourse: China and Turkey: A Partnership to Reshape the World, RiskWatch Dog, 25 October 2010

Turkish President Erdoğan declared that “SCO is more powerful and better than European Union, we have common values with SCO members”.32 By mentioning this, President Erdoğan pointed out that the developing relations of Turkey with Central Asia and China are very important, and these relations encloses a large scale of economic opportunity as well. China is also content with having close relations with Turkey. When Turkish President Erdoğan visited China, President Xi said “The development of China-Turkey strategic and cooperative relations is in the fundamental interests of the two nations and their people. The two sides should respect and accommodate with each other’s core concerns and deepen security and anti-terrorism cooperation”.33

Turkey and China also have common interests in geo-politic and security of the Middle East and

Central Asia. As raising energy requirement and increased terrorist actions taken into account, the assurance of safety and peace is getting more important for Turkish and Chinese interests. For China, Turkey is considered to be a gate to open Europe and Balkans, and also a good partner in the Middle East and Central Asia; and for Turkey, China is an important partner that Turkey should cooperate with politically, economically and strategically. Turkey has a big significance in controlling Eurasia’s strategic passages and BRI`s materially and morally potential objections. Recently, Turkey is trying to enhance its Asia Politics, balance its Western-Eastern relations and to be more active in the global politics.

The Middle East and Central Asia are relatively unstable regions, the worse these regions situation go, the more possible other stable countries face to incursion of refugees and mushrooming of terrorism. These possible issues can be avoided with a full-fledged cooperation of regional states, international organizations such as SCO and non-governmental institutions. Along with this, financial educational investments are also essential for the employment and stable future of these regions. As president Erdogan stated that “The projects like BRI will provide infrastructure developments and bring the end of terrorism”. The prosperity of Central Asia and Middle East is belong to the regional and international collaboration. The development of underdeveloped states is more likely to make them safer and have them get rid of the threat of terrorism and make them be more stable.

IV. The opportunities and challenges of Sino-Turkish cooperation

Uygur (Xinjiang) Issue

From 2000s on, China is keeping an effective public policy in order to have prestige based an affirmative image in the international relations. By doing this, China wants to prevail the world upon China has ‘Peaceful Rising’, ‘Peaceful Development’ and ‘Harmonious Society’. China has a peaceful foreign policy and progressing well. However, sometimes China’s this effort is not enough to persuade some analysts because of emergence of some unpleasant events in China, in particular, involved with Xinjiang Issue.

Turkish-Chinese relations have witnessed quite a busy diplomatic period, in 2018, one vice prime minister; the president of Turkish Grand National Assembly and 10 ministers have visited China. These visits were not just done for trade and tourism purposes, and also done for political issue. Chinese

35 Ibid.
Government also had some strict policies against terrorism especially in Xinjiang after ISIS terrorist activities. Some Turkish analysts think that there are some humanitarian uncomfortable events happen in China’s Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. But Chinese government argues that the government is protecting Xinjiang people from the terrorism. Thus Chinese government is training them. However, these scholars claim that, no matter what is said, it is hard to believe that there is not uncomfortable events happening involved with humanitarian issues, and also it is hard to believe some other exaggerated allegations have claimed by other groups against Chinese Government. When the president of Turkish Grand National Assembly Binali Yıldırım met the Chairman of China’s National People’s Congress Standing Committee Li Zhanshu, Yıldırım stated that: Turkey admits the groups who have ties with ISIS are terrorists, and Turkey insists on fighting against them. For all that, Yıldırım has emphasized that the Uyghur People who both have lineage and kinship relations with Turkish people, they should be keeping apart from terrorists and they should not be faced non-humanitarian treatments in China.  

Uyghur issue creates inconvenience for Turkey-China relations from time to time. Beijing gives utterance to its displeased for Uyghur Issue based anti-China activities held in Turkey and Turkish Passports issued for Uyghur asylums. However, Turkish Government has declared that Turkey looks at these kind of actions within the framework of Turkish Government’s humanitarian responsibilities, rather than anti-China attitudes. Thus, on August 3, 2017, Turkish foreign minister Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu met China’s foreign minister Wang Yi in Beijing. Çavuşoğlu assured that Turkey will not allow any activities take out targeting or opposing Chinese Government. In addition, in the context of strengthening ties with Chinese Government, and Turkish President Erdoğan participated Silk Road Form in Beijing in 2017 with a large number of committee. Turkey and China have signed agreements on the extradition of criminals, international highway transportation and establishment of cultural centers. These two countries may solve these issues by straightening people to people relations, supporting exchange programs for students, simplify Chinese visa for Turkish People make Chinese and Turkish people have more chance to know each other. These all are essential both for understanding two countries real position and promoting two countries economic and cultural relations.

China-Turkey relations are getting better day by day, and striking in the international community. Turkish President Erdoğan before attending to the BRI summit in Beijing in may 2016, he emphasized
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that “Turkey’s getting closer to China will create a different impression in the world”\(^{38}\) It is Obvious that President Erdoğan’s expectation from the summit was to promote the economic cooperation between Turkey and China, balance two countries trade, change it partially in favor of Turkey and get more capital access to Turkish economy.

**Trade**

In this advanced technology era, multi-dimensional cooperation forms an extraordinary competitive environment both politically and economically. This competition has both positive and negative consequences for international cooperation. One of the biggest challenges for China-Turkey relations is the imbalance of international trade, and two countries trade gap is getting bigger and bigger for the benefits of China, China’s exportation takes almost 90% of the bilateral trade.

Although the economic relations between Turkey and China are not satisfied, however they are developing their trade, cultural and social relations day by day. Turkish then Vice Prime Minister Mehmet Şimsek and China’s Vice prime minister Wang Yang attended the first Turkey and China inter-governmental cooperation committee. Şimsek stated that “Now Turkey and China have 28 billion dollars volume of trade. This volume should be increased and at the same time should decrease Turkey’s trade deficiency.”\(^{39}\) In spite of developing economic relations, the trade volume between China and Turkey is still far from 100 billion dollars, the amount that was anticipated by both parties for the near future.
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Table III. Foreign Trade Values of Turkey - China (Billion USD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>EXP</th>
<th>IMP</th>
<th>VOLUME</th>
<th>BALANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24,128</td>
<td>-18,462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2,861</td>
<td>24,128</td>
<td>24,428</td>
<td>-20,057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2,41</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27,288</td>
<td>-22,459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2,32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27,769</td>
<td>-23,113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>2,93</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26,307</td>
<td>-20,435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2,93</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26,307</td>
<td>-20,435</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Trade Map 2018

As it is shown in table III, the economic and trade relations of two countries are going up in the favor of China, and Turkey’s trade deficiency is getting up day by day. This can be balanced positively when China allows more Turkish products enter China or more Turkish exporters explore Chinese market and export more Turkish products to China, or with the supports of Chinese and Turkish governments more Chinese tourists visit Turkey. Although, it is not likely that Turkish trade deficiency can be solved in the near future. However, for Turkey much more essential one is increasing volume of bilateral trade along with decreasing this huge gap of trade imbalance.

BRI has a big capacity of labor and China has an overcapacity problem for Chinese products. BRI is very important both for the activation of the world economy, solving China’s economic problems and China-Turkey economic relations. China and Turkey can benefit these opportunities by multidimensional cooperation. In order to increase the volume of bilateral trade reach at 100 billion dollars in the near future. The strengthening of cultural and economic exchanges, public interest activities, education, health care, poverty reduction, biodiversity and ecological protection and interaction of cultures is expected to receive the highest priority for these two countries. Inasmuch as the BRI is an economical engagement of Asian, European and African countries. Beyond its economic
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Dipankar Banerjee, “China’s One Belt One Road Initiative – An Indian Perspective”, *Yusof Ishak Institute*, (ISEAS), Singapore, ISSN 2335-6677, 31 March 2016 ISSUE: 2016, No: 14, p.8.
integration, it is an integration of cultures and communities.\textsuperscript{41}

Turkish Ambassador of Beijing Abdulkadir Emin Önen affirmed that “the one of the important components of the ‘Middle Corridor’ which is also known ‘Iron Silk Road’, Baku-Tbilisi-Kars Railroad Project has started operation last year. This railroad not only connects Turkey, Azerbaijan and Georgia, but also allows a train from London to reach at Beijing within two weeks. The negotiations with our Chinese friends over the joint construction of the Edirne-Kars fast track, which will connect Turkey’s easternmost and westernmost cities. Increasing cooperation between our countries due to the ‘Middle Corridor’ and the BRI, and the strengthening trust-based relations between the presidents of the two countries have greatly boosted bilateral relations”. (President Erdogan and President Xi have met five times in the last two years).\textsuperscript{42}

China and Turkey both are raising economies, their global importance is getting higher day by day and also their economic growth rate is in the top five in the world. Turkish then Vise prime minister Mehmet Şimsek, in the “BRI and its possible implications for Turkey” panel discussion pointed out that Turkey is in the process of establishing good relations with China. The BRI will let Turkey have stronger relations with Central Asia, as well as it will have implications on the world economy in the next 50 and 100 years, this can also be considered as a geopolitical center shift. Chinese economy has grown around 10% in the last 40 years, and this is a miracle. In 2049, Asian infrastructure is likely to be better than Europe’s.\textsuperscript{43}

**Tourism**

Another important point for two countries cooperation is tourism. Turkey is a new and an undiscovered destination for Chinese tourists. Many Chinese tourists should come and visit Turkey. 2018 was Turkish tourism year in China, it was an opportunity for two countries developing social and cultural relations and stabilization of bilateral relations. About Turkish tourism year Chinese President Xi declared that “China welcomes the Turkish side to hold a Turkey tourism year in China in 2018, and China is ready to boost bilateral people-to-people exchanges with the country, taking the opportunity of an agreement to set up cultural centers on both sides”.\textsuperscript{44} In 2018, half million Chinese tourists were

expected to visit Turkey. When it is compared to the last a few years, in 2018, Chinese tourists have increased almost 6 times than before. When it is compared to China’s population, half million is still very less, however it is a chance to increase the number of Chinese tourists in the near future. For better relations, Chinese government is also supposed to simplify visa application for Turkish people.

In 2015 when Turkish President Erdogan visited China, he mentioned the importance of the economical, infrastructure and technologic cooperation with China. China has 2021 targets and Turkey has 2023 targets, two countries short term development strategies are also similar, all these make these two countries cooperate easier.\(^{45}\) It is worth to mention that the using of National Currencies is mostly recommended by Turkey for bilateral and multilateral international trade with China and neighbor countries. In 2017, Bank of China opened in Istanbul which is expected to facilitate Turkish and Chinese commercial relations and make two countries come closer to use Yuan - Lira in the banking transactions.

**V. Conclusion**

Turkish Government supports BRI with its superior geo-politic position on the BRI Economic Belt. As a founder member of AIIB and a Dialogue Partner of SCO Turkey has an important role both in Central Asia, Eurasia and Middle East. Chinese-Turkish relations are developing fast and BRI is expected to play a very important role in the process of China-Turkish strategical relations. Turkey has improved its Highways, Railways, ports and commercial centers. In recent years, Turkey and China have quite stable economic developments, they both need more economic and strategic partners, they need foreign investments for reaching their long term objections (Turkey’s 2023 and 2071 targets; China’s) 2021 and 2049 targets). Uyghur issue is possible to be solved with diplomacy and people to people strong connection. According to the recent political and economic dynamics, one of the most important issue between Turkey and China is the trade deficit issue which is almost 90% in the favor of China. While China takes the 1\(^{st}\) place in Turkey’s importation and 17\(^{th}\) place in Turkey’s exportation. Although 2018 was the Turkish Tourism Year in China and in 2018, 500.000 Chinese tourists were expected to visit Turkey, however this number is still far from solving Turkey’s economical discontent. By improving two countries relations, two countries should enlarge their trade policies, organize social and cultural activities, straighten exchange programs for students, prepare more opportunities to both parties’ entrepreneurs, encourage their investments and advertisements. Chinese government is

expected to reduce the tariffs on Turkish products and allow more Turkish products enter Chinese market (most notably Xinjiang market). Another important point is Turkey should be more active in the SCO with the support of China. China and Turkey have a historic opportunity to collaborate against the present and possible future threats of terrorism which may both harm BRI and the stability of Central Asia and other regions, impair both countries’ political and economic interests. Turkey and China are establishing effective strategic polices in order to maintain their long term interest in the multi-dimensional forming regions and world, Turkey and China are also expected to incline mutual deep structural cooperation, not just based on political and strategical cooperation, militaristic and cultural dimensions are also very important for two countries long term cooperation.
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